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CALIFORNIA
California was admitted to the Union in 1850~ as the
31st state. In size it ranks third in the Union, Alaska
and Texas being larger.
California was nicknamed the "Golden State,,. because of
its early and sustained gold production. It offically
adopte'd the golden poppy, the California valley quail, and
the California redwood as its state flower, bird_ and tree
respectively. The grizzly bear is the official state
animal,. and the state fish is the South Fork golden trout.
The state capital is Sacramento.
Physical. Features. California • s physiography is simple·;-.
its main features. are few. and bold; a mountain fringe
along the ocean, another mountain system along the east
border... between them--closed in at both ends. by their
j,unction--a splendid valley, and outside- all this is a
great area of barren, arid lands, belonging partly· to theGreat Basin and partly to the open basin region.
History.

'•Gold made Cal1fornia! ,... The most important
featur~ of modern Caiifornian history is the way in which
the territory came to be- a part of the· United States, with
gold as the underlying dramatic element. In the 18th
century fear lest England or Russia might ·obtain california,
and thus threaten Mexico, caused Spain at length to occupy
it. The Spanish occupation merely kept others out~ to the ·-,
ultimate advantage of the American Union, which would not
have been strong enough to take over california much prior
to the time when it actually did so. If the Spanish
settlers had discovered California's gold, the destiny
of the province would have been different from what it
proved to be; in the event california might have become a
Spanish-American republic, or England might have acquired
it. Gold was not discovered there, however, until the
Americans were already pouring into the province. Thereafter
the rush of American settlers put the stamp of certainty on
the connection with the United States.
Exploration and Early Settlement. The name california
was taken from Garci Ordonex de Montalvo's story,
Las Sergas de Esplandian (1510), of black Amazons r,uling
an island of this name "at the right hand of the.Indie~ .....
very close to that part of the Terrestrial Paradise."
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Jesuit missionaries entered Lower California as early
as 1697, and maintained themselves there until expelled
in 1767 by order of Charles III of Spain; not until
Russian explorations in Alaska from 1745 to 1765 did
the Spanish.government take definite action·to occupy
upper california.
The Mission Period. Twenty-one missions were established in
California between 1769 and 1823, extending from San Diego
in the south to Sonoma in the north •. Economically the
missions were the blood and life of the province. The
missions, however, were only one phase of Spanish institutions
i.n California. The government of the province was in the
hands of a military officer stationed at. Monterey.. There
· were also several other military establishments and civilian towns in the. province, as well as a few private ranches.

The political upheavals in Spain and Mexico following 180S
made little stir in this far-off province,. but in 1822·
allegiance was given to newly independent Mexico. From
this · co-!6-rfu.T feudalistic era derive place· names, land
titles,, trails which became highways ... and the traditions
of Mexican law which became the heritage of the· later
state.
Foreiqn Influence. Foreign commerce,. which was contrary to
all Spanish laws, was active by the beginning of the 19th
century. Trade with the United States was by far the most
important.
It supplied almost all the clothing, merchandise,
and manufactures used in the province; hides and furs were
given in exchange. Americans were hospitably received and
very well treated by the government and. the people. Many of
the later comers·wanted to make California an independentrepublic. · An offer made by President Andrew Jackson in
1835 to buy the northern part of california, including
San Francisco Bay, was refused. By the treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo, in 1848,. however, · Mexico ceded California to the
United States. Gold was discovered at Sutter's Mill on the
American River in 1848 and the new territory took on great
national importance.
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The gold rush changed california as much culturally
as it had economically and politically. Rapid influx of
a cosmopolitan population, combined with sudden increases
in wealth~ provided consumers and purchasing power for
the amenities of civilizt?d life.. Virtually overnight
new towns and cities were founded and old ones expanded.
San Francisco. the new western metropolis~ boasted
magazines. newspapers, theatres, libraries,. and even able
historians.. Artists, such as c.c .. Nahl,. depicted the
dramma of the scene, while Bret Harte, Mark Twain,.. and
others created a gold rush literature ..
The economic depression of the 1930's although generally
less pronounced than in...most other:::states,. created great
social unrest, accentuatecl by the influx of migrant
··taborers. chiefly from the dust bowl area of the Great
· Plains,. and helped fornt modern california political
character.· For one· result of the depression was the
rise of various radical socioeconomic nostrums: (such
as the "end poverty in. california•• (EPIC) plan,.. a
comprehensive social welfare scheme presented by Upton
Sinclair,. and various old..-age pension plans) and the
rapid growth of the Democratic Pa~ty, lonq of minor
importance in the state.
The state's large population growth after World war II
gave it an increasingly influential position in national
politics. Congressional reappointment after the 1950 census
raised the number of California's representatives from 23
to 30 and' after the 1960 census the number rose to 38,
second only to New York (41) and, for the first time,
exceeding Pennsylvania (27).

CALIFORNIA

Demographics.
.

-

1970 California Population At A Glance

Total
Urban
Urban fringe
(Suburban}
Rural
Farm

19,953~134

18,136,.045
8,880,.631

Males
Females
Whites
Blacks
_
Spanish. ~--:..
Language
;

1,..81.7,089
184,.875

9,816,685
10,136,449
17,761,03Z
1,400,143

-:'2 ~

-~

3 ,.101., 589-·
•
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How Many? California's population in the· 1970 census
totaled. 19,953,.134,. ranking i t first among the States.
Its·population density was 128 persons per square mileThe- 1.970 population was 91 percent urban and 9 percent
rural.
The 1970 total was 27 percent greater than the 1960
population. The increase of 4,236,000 in the 1960-70
decade was divided almost equally between a natural
increase (births minus deaths) of 2,123,000 and a net
immigration of 2,..113,000.
Los Angeles, the State's largest city, had
population of 2,816,061, an increase of 14
1960. The Los~Angeles-Long Beach Standard
Statistical Area, the State's largest, and
population of 7,032,075, an increase of 16
1960.

a 1970
percent over
Metropolitan
a 1970
percent ove1:

Other major cities and their 1960-70 percentage changes
were:
San Francisco
San. Diego
San Jose
Oakland

715,674
3%
696,769 + 22%
445,779 + 118%
361,561 2%

-2Long Beach
Sacramento
Anaheim
Fresno

358,633
254,413
166,701
165,972

+ 4%
+ 33%
+ 60%
+ 24%.

Ethnic Groups. Major nationalities in California's: first.
and second generations from other countries included
1-112,008 from Mexico (411,008 born there); 439,862 from
Canada (153,.725 borrr there);. 373,.495 from the United Kingdom
(129~957 born there); 360,656 from Germany (105,.675 born
there}; 340,675 from Italy (80,495'born there). There were
3,101.589· persons of_Spanish language or surname.
Racial Makeup. The white population totaled 17,.761,032.
Other racial. groups included l,AOO, 143 blacks (Sa percent
more than in: 1960}; 91,018 American Indians; 213,.280
Japanese; !70,131 Chinese; and 138,.859- Filipinos.

Aqa of the Population.

The Median age of the California
population was 28.1 years, the same as the nationsl median.
Of ~aliforniats 1970 population, 1,800,977 were 65 years or
older and 1, 642,683 were under 5 years. The total of
school age,. 5- to· 17,. was 4, 993,289 and the college age group,.
18to 21, numbered 1,415,288. The remainder, 22 to 64,
totaled 10,100,897.
Income. The median family income in 1.969 (the last reported
year) was $10,729, ranking the State ninth in the nation~
The U.S. median was $9,586. The California median for white
families was- $10,966; for black families it was $7,482.
About 8 percent of the State's families (421,968 families)
were below the low-income or poverty line in 1969. The
1969 poverty level was $3,743 for a nonfarm family of four.
Sch()oling. There were 5,970,204 Californians 3 to 34 years
old enrolled in school. or college at the time of the census:
151,910 were in nursery school; 3,489,122 in kindergarten or
elementary school; 1,436,1436,197 in high schoolr and
892,994 in college.
Of the 10,875,983 persons 25 or older in california, 63
percent had completed at least four years of high school
and 13 percent at least four years of high school and
13 percent at least four years of college. The median
number of school years finished by this age group was
12.4 compared with the national median of 12.1 years.

-3Among Californians in their working years (16 to 64),
35 percent of the men and 27 percent of the women with less
than 15 years of schooling had had vocational training of
some type.
Workers and Jobs. There were 5,285,220 men workers age 16
or older in 1970r 4,650,034 had civilian jobs and 340,025
were in the Armed Forces. ·women workers totaled 3,053,273.
of whom 2,834,656 had civilian jobs and 6,300 were in the
Armed Forces.
There were 922,274 men working as craftsmen,.. foremen, and
kindred workers (in skilled blue collar jobs); 825,543~in
professional, technical, and kindred jobs~ 564#718 were
nonfarm managers and administrators; and 499,158 were
nontransport operatives (chiefly operators of equipment
in manufacturing industries).
A total of 1,.104,640 women were employed in clerical and
kindred jobs; 477,023 in professional, technical or kindred
jobSi 434,402 in nonhousehold service work; and 274,.943 were
nontransport operatives.
There were 355,.274 Federal employees, 269,537 State employees,
and 709 6 494 local government employees.
california's Housing. Housing units for year-round use
numbered 6,976,744 in 1970, a 30 percent increase over
1960. They had a median of 4.7 rooms per unit and 67 percent
were single family homes. Thirty-one percent were built
between 1960 and 1970.
A total of 6,572,861 units were occupied with an average of 2.9
persons per unit. Fifty-five percent were occupied by the
owners. Median value of owner-occupied homes was $23,100 and
renters paid a median of $126 per month.
The presence of piped water, toilet, and bath for exclusive
use of the household is an indication of housing quality.
In 1970, only 2 percent of all year-round housing in
_/ california lacked complete plumbing facilities, compared
with 7 percent for the U.S.
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Ninety-five percent of the households had television;
65 percent clothes washing machines; 42 percent clothes
dryers; 27 percent dishwashers; 21 percent home food
freezers; 42 percent two or more cars; and 4 percent
owned a second home.
E'conomic Base. Finance, insurance and realestate; agriculture,
notably cattle. dairy products, grapes and hay; transportation
equipment, espe~ially aircraft and_ parts; electrical equipment and supplies, especially radio and television equipment;
food and kindred products; machinery, especially office and
computing machines,; tour~sm; ordnance and accessories. -

-

Farming in caiffornia. Ca.lifornia • s farms,. l:_ike those of
the country as a whole, are becoming ·fewer and .laig.er.
The 196g, Census of Agriculture counted 77,875 farms and
ranches: in the State, 4 percent fewer than in 1964. -Theaverage sixe of farms and ranches~ rose slightly from 458
acres to 459" acres during the five years. · The 1969
average value per farm·was $217,.730;-- average value.per acre,.
$475.

•

The 1970 farm and ranch population totaled 184,875, a 45
percent decrease from 1960.
The market ualue of all agricultural products sold by
california farms and ranches was $3.9 billion in 1969.
Crops accounted for $2~1 billion; livestock, poultry, and
their products for $1.8 billion; and forest products. for $5. 9:~.million.

3/15/76.
CALIFORNIA. FA&."! FACTS

BACKGROUND:

California, the Nation's top farm state with $8.7 billion

in cash receipts during 1974 (latest official figures) earns roughly
two-thirds of

it~

fara inc:ame from crops and

one-thi~d

from· livestock.

California grows-200 different crops.
Of _the Nationr s 25 leading agricultural. cash crops~ Cal.ifornia
nursery~

leads in five (eggs. greenhouse- and

hay;. tomatoes and: grapes)

and is second in four others (dairy products~ cotton,.. barley- and oranges}.

· rn.

recent years,.. out: of every

$~ in

cash. fanzt income in California,.

the following, earned:
,·-.-

cattle ·& calves
wholesale milk
grapes
tomatoes·
greenhouse & nurse~
cotton
eggs
In Fiscal.

1975~.

$ .1.4.1(}:

;.oo,
... 06

.05
.04
.04

"'

rice.
sugar beets
lettuce
almonds
oranges
peaches.

$- .04-

.04
.03
.02

.oz

--.,...,-=-·(}2--

California faDn products accounted for 5 percent of

U.S. farm exports.
Approximately
comes from exports.

13~

out of each dollar of California farm income

CALIFORNIA
The Federal Presence
1974 Share of Federal Tax Burden $28~924,051,000;
10.80% of U.S. total~ 1st largest.
19-74 Share of Federal Outlays $31,.378,.867"000;- 11.62%"
of u.s . total, 2d largest. Per capita federal-spending
. $1573 ..
.DOD

AEC
NASA
HEW
VA

OO'r
DOC

DOI
USDA
E[E';f

HOD
VA

EPA
Revs
Int.
Other

•

$11,.940,242,000
$333,655,000
S$1.,.125,.857,000
$9-,.582,.066,000
$1.,.498,604,000

1st
3rd
1st
1st
1st

(17.4SO")
(10. 94%)
(37 .91%)
(7 .55%)
(10. 95%)

$730,.579,.000
$203,.915,.000
$256,.201,000
$840,.592.,000

Ist
3rd
1st
3rd

(8.63%7
(12,64%}
(10.41%)
(6.75%)

$9,.582,.066,.000 2nd (10 .33%)
$73',.585,000 1st (7.55%)
$1,.498,.604,000 1st (10, 95%)
-....,;--:'. $244,.6101000 2nd (7.78%)
$657,.11.0,000 2nd (10 .81%)
$.684,293,.000 3rd (3. 33%T
$3,.208,.558,000

•

---
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CALIFORNIA

Political Profile
Source:

Almanac of American Politics 1976

California~

just a few years ago the most noticably
right wing major state, has now become a leftish state
politically. The change was symbolized neatly by~the
change in the Governor's chair in early 1975: 63-year-old
conservative Republican Ronald Reagan was out, 36-year-old
liberal. Democrat Jerry Brown was in. This shifting signalled
. the culmination of a major change in the most Californians •
political attitudes~ their feelings about what government
cancand should do. Ronald Reagan was the personification
of a conservatism that believed in less government activity
but also implici.ty promised that political leaders could
accomplish things~ like changing basic life styles,. which
were inherent.:tybeyond the competence of government.
Jerry Brown,. in contrast,. seems to believe in a liberalism
which means more government activity in some areas, but
overal.I. has a much. more modest view o£ what government and
politics can achieve.
The standard picture of california politics for some Eastern
observers is one of zaniness: as if~sorneone said, the country
was. tilted westward and all the loose nuts slid to the coast.
California, to be sure, is a state of contradictions: one
of the nation's most urbanized states, yet the horne of vast
agribusiness conglomerates; perhaps the most awe-inspiring
scenic state, yet the most smoggy and pollution-ridden; the;~c
place where the peace movement first made an impact, yet a
state still heavily dependent on money from giant defense firms
and military bases.
Yet out of these contradictions, california has emerged
as a national trend-setter--in suburbanization, in what
a few years ago were considered bizarre life styles, and
in politics. And perhaps the most noticeable trend in recent
years. has been this state's preference for candidates of the
political "extremes", both the conservative right and the
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antiwar liberal left. Why? First of all, there
no
political machines here to modulate such trends; the old
bosses were wiped out by a series of reforms enacted by
progressives in 1911. As a result, california is a state
where the individual candidatess ideology--and personality-is of"paramount importance.
Before one can understand the recent ascendancy of the
!eft-leaning politics in California, one must understand the
earlier rise of the right. For this~" it is necess~ry to go
back to the early 1960's. Democrats were in control of things.
Across the. land, conventional wisdom had it that for
Republicans to win elections they-had to support many Democrati
programs, to be seen as a moderate or even liberal. A sizable
number of California Republicans did not agree.. These people
believed very deeply that the nation was moving in the wronq
direction under the Democrats. They were determined to ciO.
something about it#' and they did--by electing Ronald Reagan.
Governor in 1966.

.

Reagan's victory, coming just two years af:ter the smashingdefeat of another right-winger, Barry Goldwater .. shocked and
surprised Eastern pundits. They W'Ould have been less
_,
surprised if they had been following California elections '
more closely over the preceding few years. In that time,.
the Republican right had scored a series of unexpected
victories.
Behind all these victories was the new Califo~nia
homeowner's resentment of rapid and sometimes violent change.
The Berkeley student uprising in 1964 and the Watts riot
in 1965 evoked a hatred of those who were different, and
Reagan, promising crackdowns on rioters and stern budget cuts,
played on these hatreds skillfully. Reagan was able to revolutionize california politics successfully putting to the
fore thos~ issues where his positions commanded majority
support. It was a masterful political achievement, and one
which would be echoed nationally in the Nixon campaigns of
1968 and 1972.
Butwhatever the successes of the Reagan-Nixon politics
nationally in the latter year, it reached its high point in
California back in 1968. Tha:t year, the Republicans ~inally _
took control of the california legislature, after painstakingly
picking off Democratic seats in each of the preceding

-3three elections. The legislative victory was particularly
dear to Reagan, for it promised that Republicans ~uld
redraw the state's congressional and legislative district
lines and thus sew up political control of California for
·another ·then years •
It was- not to-;;be. The Regan Republicans were on the downof their success curve. George Murphy, the old song-a~nd-dance man, for -~xamp~e, turned_ out to. be getting
$20 ~ 000 a year and a Washington apartment from Technicolor,. ~.
Inc.,. while serving in the Senate·~ Today he can sometimes
be seen in Washington,. a forlorn figure eking out a living
as a lobbyist.

:-sficre

But such gaffes do not totally explain the right• s problems.
Reagan could point; to some sol.id_achievements in his years in
office:. he had pushed through an oft-copied welfare reform
(with help from Democratic Speaker Bob Moretti) in 1971, and
he had stabilised,. if not the state-budget~ then at least the
number of state employees. But Reagan•s campaign style
promised more than these governmental accomplishments, and his
waning popularity was almost the inevitable price of his
earl.y success- If he had professed concern for ordinary
middl.e class voters,. it also became clear one of his major
goals was reducing taxes on the rich. And if he had
convinced californians in 1966 that he would reassert and
reestablish the values of the middle class against ~ose who
disdained them--hippies, blacks,. and university professors-it became painfully apparent by the early seventies that he
just couldn • t do it. For every long-haired freak thumbing
a ride on the Big Sur highway in 1966 there were a dozen by
1972. Reagan could win at the polls, but California was
changing anyway.
It would have been unthinkable back in 1966, for example,
that a referendum to legalize marijuana would outpoll a
referendum to clamp limits on obscene movies. Yet exactly
that happened in california on 1972. Some 33% of the
California voters favored legalized pot; the proposition
carried six of the state's 80 Assembly districts, and even
got 187,000 votes in supposedly ultraconservative Orange County
~

DemOgraphic shifts--not so much in the population as a Who~e.
but in the electorate--are responsibl~~for many of these ~
.'

--

I
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changes. Much of the support for Reagan and Reaganites
came from Midwestern and Southern migrants to california,
people of the World War I_I generation (or earlier) whose
kids were passing through the rebellious adolescent years
just as Berkely and Watts ignited. The older people wanted
~return to the serenity and order they remembered~ perhaps
inaccurately .. from their own younger days;- they wanted their
kids to honor them by trying to grow up to- be like them.
As; time went. on.- the kids grew up ·and fashioned- their own .
Life-styles.- which in turn seemed-less threatening to their
parents. But one thing these new voters did remember was
that politicians like Ronald Reagan and Richard Nixon had
been winning votes by campaigning against them. Some- 18<'"
of California .. s- potential. voters. in 19-70 were under 25--a
significantly larger percentage than in the nc!tion as cr.
whoJ.e.--and nearly 100,.4 of the potentiaJ: electorate can be
found in college or graduate school. The dormitories and
communities around~ California's vast system of higher
education produced huge majorities against candidates like
Richard Nixon and Ronald Reagan following- passage of the
18-year-old vote. And in the post-Vietnam years when the
differences between the attitudes college and non-college
youth have almost vanished--gas station attendants are as.
likely as Berkeley students to smoke pot these days ..- and
Berkeley sutdents as likely to drink beer--the huge
California youth vote is overwhelming anti-Republican.
The final humiliation for the Reagan people was that they
didn't even have a candidate in the general election for
Governor. Lieutenant Governor Ed Reinecke, hand-picked
by Reagan for the job when Robert Finch became Nixon's
~ Secretary in 1969, turned out to be another bad choice;
the obvious heir apparent was indicted for lying beforethe Watergate grand jury about the ITT affair, and was on
trial as the primary was held in June. Despite all that,
he received 30% of the vote--testimony of the continuing
presence of undeterrable conservative voters in the
Republican primary.
. -.- . -. .'

--
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-sThere are still those who believe that the successful
candidate in the general election~ Edmund G. (Jerry) Brown
Jr.'s,sole political asset is his father's name and doubtless
some people did vote for him thinking he is the Pat Brown
who beat Bill Knowland and Richard Nixon, and was Governor
from 1959 to 1967. But Jerry Brown is quite a different sort
of character. His father is (or was) gregarious; Jerry is
quiet, almost sullen. His. father was a "centrist,.
Democrat, ready to get along with anyone in the party;
Jerry is a purist, a stickler for campaign finance reform,
.who pays little attention to the big contributors. As befits
a former seminarian, Brown is a devout believer in mor.alitY;
in politics. He built his career as Secretary of State
around enforcing hitherto· ignored campaign financing laws,
and pushing for new ones.
California, the largest state in population, also has the
largest congressional delegation:- 43 members, tipped heavily
{28-15) in favor of the Democrats. Its Democratic members
tend to be ideological liberals, its· Republicans fierce
conservatives,. although there are a few exceptions in each
caseA word should be said about the California presidential

primary. In the Republican contest, conservatives have an
overwhelming advantage, even more than in most states.
The body of registered Republicans is a constricted
constituency, far smaller than the number of people who
regularly vote Republican for state and congressional office,
and it has a heavy majority which prefers ideological
conservative candidates. California represents as good a
chance as conservative Republicans have of upsetting
Gerald Ford inthe 1976 primaries.

PFC CAMPAIGN OVERVIEW

There are 2,858,000 registered Republicans in California,
comprising 37% of the total electorateL Registration will
close May 9 on only registered Republicans eligible to vote
in the June 8 primary.
Principal emphasis in PFC California strategy is on voter
identification and selective voter turnout. Phone banks
~11 again be the key tool fn identifying the President's
support. and the operational date for opening of all phone
centers is April 19. Other key elements of the campaign
include the following~
·
l_

An estimated 80io. of the registered: Republicans.
will oe covered in the priori t:y counties. Precincts in each of the phone locations are now
being prioritized and phone numbers of registered
Republicans are currently obtained_

Z~

. County and community organizations are also being

formed with 51 out of the 58 counties, (and virtually ali main: vote areas) currently being
organized.

3. · Volunteer mailings numbering 52,000 pieces have
been sent out by PFC county organizations as part
of a recruitment drive.
4.

County organizations are also being encouraged
to utilize "in home" exemptions to hold receptions
for recruitment and training purposes. Instruction kits have been mailed to key PFC personnel,
and 20 receptions are tentatively set.

5.

A California brochure is being developed for

printing and distribution in April. Radio spots
presently being developed are scheduled to run in
the first part of April with emphasis on the
Presidentts record in office.
6.

Press tours using Advocates and key President Ford
volunteers in the state have been scheduled. and
emphasis at this time is on meeting ~vith the
editorial boards of major papers to encourage
primary endorsement of the President.

DELEGATE SELECTION
·The California primary on June 8 is a "winner take all" race
by which delegates to the Republican National Convention are
bound through the second ballot, unless released or unless
the candidate to whom they are: bound receives fewer than 10
·percent of the votes needed for the nomination on the first
ballot.

..

There will be a total of 16.7 delegates in the California
delegation_ Three delegates are apportioned to each of.the
forty-three Congressional Districts for a total of 129 persons
with. the remaining 38 delegates to be selected at-large. The
candidate's. name will appear on the ballot and ballot position
will be rotated .
. "Write-in votes are permitted under California Iaw, but are
counted only if the write-in candidate has filed an endorsement: of his candidacy with. the Secretary of State by May 18th_
As was the· case in norida, only registered Republicans. may
vote in the June 8 California GOP· primary. A potential voter
~st register, change party affiliation or designate party
~filiation by May9 in order to qualify to- vote.

.•
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CALIFORNIA PFC OFFICIALS Al.'iD PERSONNEL

Eve!le Younger
Honorable Dennis Carpenter
Mrs. Nita Ashcraft
Mayor Peter Wilson
Leon Parma
Charles Bakaly·
David Liggett
Doug Lynn
Jim Medas<
·Larry Peck
Priscilla Hobson
Bill Bailey
Margo Terkuile
Mrs_ Lawrence Solberg
Vicky Perry
Ken Mc.~ullen
Frank Rich.Mike Livingston
C. H. Rehn
Tim. Grush
Cherrie Swenson
Er

Lund

Co-Chaiman
Co-Chairman
Northern California Chairman
Southern California Chairman
Steering Committee
Steering Committee
Campaign Manager
Administrative Director
· Field Director
Press. Director
Scheduling Coordinator
Youth Director
Speakers Bureau
· California WomenFs Chairman
Assistant Field Director
Fieldman
Fieldman

Fieldman.
Fieldman.

Fieldman.
Fieldman
·-Fieldman
Fieldman

Officials in Areas to be Visited
Honorable
Honorable
Honorable
Honorable

Milton Marks
Dixon Arnett
Peter McCloskey
Howard Way

State Senator, San Francisco
Assemblyman, Redwood City
Congressman~ San Mateo
State Senator. Fresno

REAGAN CAMPAIGN
.

OVERVIE~-1

~--·-

As of the end of last week~ the only campaign activity visible
in the state was with a number of Republican Women's Federation
clubs. It is clear that Reagan is attempting to run his grassroots activities through the CFRW --an organization which was·
solidly supportive of him during his· tenure as Governor. It
. should not be inferred .. howeve;:-,. that Reagan has a monopoly on
Women's Federation backing. Immediate past president of the
·
CFRW. Marie Solberg~ is working actively in behalf of the
President and has reported good success in lining up CFRW leadership and rank-and-file support.
Former Nixon youth director Ken Reitz._ who was~ initially responsible for organizing California for Reagan,. has-. apparently
left: the campaign: to- work for U.S. Senate candidate John Harmer.
There is.. no phone campaign yet evident~- and direct mailings: have
been solely of a. fund raising nature. There is no, evidence of
any media activity at. this time_
Although there have been press reports of sizable ntmtbers of
volunteers:,. the Reagan campaign does not appear to have an
o .... --:tnizational mechanism: to put them to work. The only activity
:'
:te last two to, three weeks has been. the appointment of
lto.._..Lership in several. counties (i.e.,. Orange, San Diego~ Kern,.
Marin,. San Mateo and a portion of Los Angeles) •
In short, the Reagan campaign has been extremely low profile.

REAGAN CAMPAIGN OFFICIALS
As was true with the organizational structure,. the leadership
structure of the Reagan campaign in California is virtually nonexistent. The two principal officials are:
Mike Curb . . .
Elsa Sandstrom

. Chairman
Co-Chairman
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CALIFORNIA ISSUES

AGRICULTURE
Last week,. the California Assembly passed a bill to reduce to $2.55 million
the amount of funding for the controversial Agriculture Labor Relations Board,.
Democratic and Republican· farm.- area legislators: had earlier united to block
the appropriation, but the Democrats,. bowing tp party pressure,. changed their·
position.
·
The Senate is. not expected to pass the bill unless there is a change in the access:
rule,.. which has generated the most controversy, f_or it allows union organizers
to g.o onto private property to organize workers to vote in union elections ..
All.: estimated 90 percent of the staters. farm owners believe the bill ts slanted

toward farm employees• They are solidly united in. their efforts to make changes.
in. the Act.
·-0-

The Caesar Chave~ United Farm. Workers- controversy is still alive,. but it is
'lresently overshadowed by the Agricultural Labor Relations Board issue_
-0In the California r!fann belt 11 a lack of rainfall has brought o.n a mini-drought ..

Governor Brown has asked that emergency status be given this affected area so that
it would be eligible for relief funding.
COLLECTIVE. BARGAINING
Public reaction against a Democrat-sponsored bill, which was introduced in the
state legislature last year and which provided for collective bargaining rights
for all governmental employees, resulted in. an amendment that limits the bill's
coverage to teachers. The bill serves to raise in the public mind last year's
controversial police and firemen's strike in San Francisco.
CRIME
Questions should be anticipated on the gun control issue. Approximately 95% of the
California GOP audience is believed to be opposed to gun control. State sources,
however, advise not to address this issue in remarks because of its af.fe<;:t.,on the
·eneral-electorate.
··'
"
-0-

.

;'

-2-

There has been a. highly positive reaction to Patty Hearst's conviction, but
answers to anticipated questions should reflect only your disinterest in order
to avoid a repeat of the off-the-cuff Nixon comment on the Manson trial. F. Lee
Bailey plans to appeal the conviction.
DEFENSE
Rea.gan.has scored points with his attacks.:; on detente and national defense.'
A confident.. reassuring statement from you on the strength of our defe11se posture
would be, helpful.
Ofthe state's major defense contractors.- McDonald/Douglas has had to cut back
on some 4500 jobs due to a. lack of business .. but General Dynamics i.n San
Diego- just won a. major contract for cruise missiles ..
ECONOMY

As. elsewhere in the· nation,.. inflation: and unemployment rank as the most
important concerns.. with cost-of:... living· the greater of the two. The standard
array of questions pertaining to the economy can be anticipated.
The national economic climate.- however.. is producing. a facorable increase in
california.. housing starts. A comparison of the number of building permits
issued in California.. from January.. 1975 to .January of 1976. shows an increase of
over 200%..
Jan .. - 1975
Single dwellings

4806

8501

Multiple dwellings

1790

6085

6596

14, 586

TOTAL

-.._

__

Jan. - 1976

-3-
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EDUCATION
School financing is an issue stenuning from the Serrano~~ Priest court
decision, by which equal quality education is to be achieved by equalizing
spending in accordance to average daily attendance within school districts.
The court deicsion is the basis for several state bills (i.e. Senate Bill 383
and Assembly Bill 721) which call for the collection of a state-wide property
tag tOe be apportioned back: to school districts according to their average daily
attendance. Local achool districts would have the option to levy local property
taxes to augment state funds •

. Most state- observers feel that no. equalization scheme will be forth. coming within
the· next few months--certainly not one to equalize spending by a state-wide property

tax..

-o-·
Busing has become a..n: fssue- in Los Angeles as a result of a proposition which

wUl appear on the J"une S: ballot., The· proposed measure would enlarge the L.A.
Board of Education to. a .. totaLoine members,. each of whom would be elcted from
Specific: geographical districts. The current Boardts. anti-busing pledge has
~~caused concern from Black~ Hispanic and Civil rightSt gr.oups who ar:e now ·
noving. to. support the proposition with the hope of improving their representation
on the Board_

ENERGY
Offshore oil drilling continues to be an area of concern. While some groups are
- becoming more vocal in their opposition to offshore drilling,. general sentiment
reflects an attitude of cautious approyal of seeking new oil r~serves.
Questions pertaining to the Exxon Corporation's plan to open another off- shore
drilling platform can be anticipated. The Los Angeles Times ran a lengthy
article on this issue on Marcli 22.
Nuclear energy considerations are being raised by Proposition 15 (a proposal
on the J"une 8 ballot calling for a ban on development of future nuclear sites
until a safe method of disposing of nuclear wastes is agreed upon). The more
conse.ntative forces are opposing Proposition 15, maintaining that the proposal
will eliminate nuclear energy as a power source and that the reliance on alternate
energy sources would cost the state $40 billion in taxes over the next 20 years.
Propo~~nts of the Proposition. cite the danger hazard as overshadowing the
'nergy need,. and want the utilities to provide full compensation for possi_ble plant
..~.ccidents to the public.

/·~

.:.4ENVIRONMENT
The California Coastal Commission has been developing# since 1972, guidelines
for coastal planning, and these regulations have been incorporated into a.
Democrat-sponsored bill now before the California legislature. , A companion
measure requesting authority to sell up to $250 million in bonds for acquisition
of coastal properties is also under consideration by the legislature..
The opponents of the legislation,. including many local communities~ find the
regulations too stringent.- They contend that the bills preempt local options
as well as creating horrendous administrative costs. Proponents include
environmentalist groups.

FOREIGN POLICY
The attitude of Repubiican voters as: well as that of the general electorate toward
the Panama Canal is strong- for keeping the CanaL a- U.S. possession.. Reagan has
received substanti_aL play tn the state of his criticism of the current negotiations ..
HEALTH

Public: concern over rising medicai costs is pressuring legislators to resolve
:he continuing crisis. of increases tn medical malpractice insurance. Massive
increases from 200% to SOOo/O" in malpractice·premiums for physicians forced a
statewide strike by California doctors last year_
An Assembly bill passed last year,. the Medical Insurance Compensation Reform
_Act,. is basically perceived by doctors as a stop-gap measure which will achieve
little to roll back their insurance premiums. Many legislators feel the bill is
only a step in the right direction; their primary concern is to act on better
health ca.ee delivery systems in California and then turn to problems of special
interest groups (i.e. doctors).
An additional factor in the medical malpractice premiums /doctor's strike issue is
the doctors' growing reluctance to treat Medical (California Medicaid) patients
because of the increasing malpractice insurance costs.
Your catastrophic health insurance proposal was favorably received, but public
interest in the issue is not significant at this time.

-5-

ILLEGAL A LIENS'
Some questions may be anticipated, but public feeling in general supports the
view that more stringent enforcement of immigration laws·.is necessary.
NIXON TRIP. TO CHINA
-There has been no extensive news play on Nixonts China trip. but some
reverberations have been reeeived in California. and you should anticipate
questions. as to the purpose of Nixon's trip and the former President's well
publicized post-trip assessment.

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
Governor- Ierry Brown1 s recently d-eclared candidacy for the Democratic
Presidential nomination .is a subject of considerable state interest. The
Governor's philosophy with regard to limited government and his austere personal
style have· evoked extremely favorable approval ratings among California voters.
Brown has yet to formulate any national campaign platform. and has stated
he- will not be a candidate in any- primary outside of California.
~OCIAL

SECURITY

Public reaction to your Social Security program is extremely positive. Yoursoft insistence on your own plan is being received far better than Reagan's harsh
. criticism of Social Security.

VETOES
Your vetoes have been well-received by California voters who view your actions
as attempting to save tax dollars and thereby relieve the burden on taxpayers.
Your fiscal responsibility position is closely parallel to that of Governor Brown.

-
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CALIFORNIA FARL'1ER ATTITUDES
Drought.
(

Farmers are

stil~

wary of possible drought in certain areas.

The Northern portion of the State is stil~ low in moisture» although it
is not yet to a crisis stage.

Recent rains have greatly improved the

s~ort-range

picture for moisture

is needed.

California depends

is also dependent upon

a~though

hea:vi~y

adequata~winter

during the spring and summer months.

much additional rainfall

on irrigation and,. as a result».
snoY!all to provide a melt-off

As of !/lZ/76, snowpack. was about

a. third below normal..
trnionization.

The unionization- of farm.. labor bothers vegetable farmers. ··
'

'Ihis i& spurring the development of machine harvesting:..

For example,.

there is more use of lettuce planters· and. harvesters~ as well: as machines.

.. ·

'

to harvest tomatoes for canning •.

Ri.ce legislation ..

Rice farmers· are concerned about the· new rice le&;s1at:ion.
-

.

··---... --. --

-----

They fear that: without: government support, State rlce acreage may dv.tndl.e.

since rice can be grown: more cheaply in. the Mississippi. Delta region.

Background on the rice program.

R.R. 8529, signed into law Feb. 16 suspends

marketing quotas for the 1976 and 1977 crops of rice.

It provides a target

price program for rice similar to those for wheat, cotton and feed grains.
Under this program,. anyone who wants to produce rice can do so, in
any amount.
A preliminary target price has been set at $8.00 per hundredweight,
and a loan rate at. $6.00 per hundredweight.
An allotment of 1. 8' million acres is apportioned to growers on the

basis-of allotments established for the· 1975 crop.

Farmers are eligible

for a loan and deficiency payments based on production from allotment
acres.
The payment limitation is $55,000 12er "person.,.
·---------------------------··-·-··--· ---···---·--·--- ··-·--·-·--·----- ··----

·-------

--·-······ ...

REAGAN ON THE ISSUES

Rofiald Reagan has yet to make any statements specifically
addressed to California voters regarding his bid for the
nomination. He has returned to the state to rest from
campaign activities,. but has not used these visits to
make any major statements to California voters.
Reagan has .. however, frequently referred to his record
as Governor as evidence of his· qualifications to· be
·
President.. His proposed $90 billion plan was severely
criticized by the state's major newspapers as an illconsidered plan and his claims on reducing the welfare roles
while Governor have likewise been the subject of negative
editorial comment.
~·-

WASHJNGTOff, D.C. ZOSIS
(ZOZ) U.S.5411
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DISTIIICT 01'1'1C11:r
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(415) 3Z&-7383
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MARINE
- AND FISHERIES
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Ea:!lbington. ;J.<t. 20515

March 17. 197 6
lfonorable Vernon C. r.oen
Deputy Assistant: to· the P-resident
fo-r Legislative Affairs
The {Vhite House
Washington. n~C- 20500
Dear Vern:

.·:r aa enclosin~ some materiai which r. nope will help- on:
California issues. If you haven.' t: already- done- so~ I.' d get:
in touch with some Southern California people ta fil.! in- the
gaps ..

Let me know i f you need back.:.up- material on. these issues ..

Respectfully,

Oir
Pau.t

~. McCloskey~

Jr.

PNMcC:BJd
Enclosure
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CALIFORNIA ISSUES FOR THE PRESIDENT FORD CAr.fl?AimT
Q. /~.,at. is your position on Proposition 15, the California Nuclear Initiative?

A.

I feel very strongly about the need to make nuclear power plants as safe as
possible.

r

question, however, whether the initiative is the proper approach.

As. I understand the measure, because Congress has continued a limitation on

liability. existing nuclear plants would.. have to be phased out,_ commencing in.

.

five y:ears,. unless the State legislature could certify an almost absolute
sa.tety of' nuclear power sites by a 2/3rds vote.

I think there is a. serious legal

question over the power o~ states to restrict development in th~s way~ and

r

believe our e"ff'orts wouid: be. better focused. on: the strengthening of: f'ederal..
saf"ety standards on. the nucl.ea.r industry.

It is. an. issue that: a.tf'ects the entire

nation and shoul<f b.e dea.l:t; with. as such:.
~..

California. may have a ballot.. measure in Noveip.ber to ban private ownership of'
ndguns..

You _have take!lc a. position. opposed to this: on a national basis,. but ,

irCalifornia voters passed such a gun control proposition, would you reconsider
your position?
A.

I don•t think the nation is ready for such a strong gun control law, but it is
the· right of' every state to have its own law:, and I can understand California..
having a special. interest. in the problem. after the tvo women who pulled out
handguns during my visits to California last. fall.

California voters have

~raditiona.llY been leaders in shaping public opinion nationwide, and I will

watch the initiative vote rith interest.
Q.

What help will the Federal government give to BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit System),

:-.·. . . :·. . ~·;
.. ,· ·':'·;. ·. ~::. . :·:. ·. -~~.:.:·.:.... ~-~-·;.:, -·~ _:. ~.'- ......sy's-tems·
·..·.: .. ·. . ~-;pr9p9sed.
...:> ·.;·. .:·. :.-,.~.: .• ;·. .-: ·: ... ·.· ..'··::···.·....
:_:,- . .;~ .:
·'and: to· -otner·
bjt·-;t.:ocal
-·::, ...._: ··::.:-·..,._:. ·_.
~

A.

-pubil.c-,·transpoi't~tibrt.

~-

\

.-·

·gover~ent.!.

./"

the extent possible in a. budget-cutting Administration, I very much want_ to

see Urban Mass Transit Administration funds used to help local government

-2construct and operate mass .transit

systems~

But we can't do it alone.

Cities and

es should follow the example set in March (1976) by Santa Clara County and

Ct

impose 1/2-cent sales tax increases to provide funds for transit systems.

BART has

received substantial sums from the federal govert1m.ent and certainly Yill continue

to~

but the emphasis must be on local. initiative.
To what- extent should the Federal government be responsible for Yater quality in. the
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta.Yherr effected by Federal Yater projects which divert
water (e.g. San Felipe) f'rotn" the Deltat
This is a difficult issue because it. involves competing interests in. dif'f'erent parts.
o~

the· State.

The Environmental Protection Agency and the Bureau o-r Reclamation are

trying to- reach agreement on who. should bear the uLtimate responsibility for ensuring
high Yater quality.
Res~ces

I -.

~.

Obviously7'. the State of' Calif'ornia and the Department of' Water ..

feel strongly _that :the Federal government should assume· the responsibility.

we irlll reach an agreement whereby bot~ Stata and Fed~ra.l. of'f'icia.is can

cooperatively protect the delta. Yater.

I think we should let EPA and the Bureau of'

Reclamation try to reach agreement before I comment any further.
Which .of the Republican Senate Candidates do you feel has the best chance of'
det"eating Senator John Tunney!
I don't think it would be appropriate to endorse anyone in the Republican primar'J.

Finch7' Al Bell~ Dr. Hayakawa:t ·and John Schmitz all have unique qualities~ and Yhichwould make the best Senator is really a.question for California Republican voters to
decide.

Governor Brown has decided to enter the California Democratic Presidential primary.
WhaY~f'ect

him?

will this have on. your .campaign here~ and what are your impressions of'

Bob

A.

Fro~vhat

~~o

I have seen and heard of Governor Brown I

State government.

~ink

am

impressed by his approach

I don't think his entry will affect

my

campaign~

but I do

that his popularity should indicate to the national Democratic party that

the voters don't think the answer to every problem lies in more government and

-·

more spending.
Q...

Should Yosemite National Park anci other' na.tiona.!. parks undertake to limit
construction and

A-

I'm aware

o~

concessionaires~

the concern

whic~

has developed over the Yosemite situation and agree

the joint report recently issued by the House Government Operations

wit~

Co~ttee

and Sma.l.I Business Committee vhich urges. the Interior Department. to halt further-

development

o~

Yosemite.

The Interior Department will be working towards the

goals expressed in the House report_
Q._

Environmentalists are concerned about the development or off"-shore oil. drilling
tes. e$l)ecial.ly as other sources of" oil decrease.

What steps will :rour

Administration take to ensure environmental safeguards are met and oil drilling
problems minimized?

A.

I too

~

concerned about the ecological implications of increased

off~shore

oil

This Administration has proposed that an Energy Development Impact

development~

Assistance Fund be created to make loans and planning grants to areas in some way
impacted by Federal energy resource development.

Both the House and Senate have

passed different bills to amend the Coastal Zone Management

Act~

amd we are

studying nov what position we_should take on the different versions of the
legislation.
related subject of commercial development of the coastal. shelf~. I hav.e
. :.·. ~~.. :-. ~·.On_.·· the.· ·.:.:,-: ... ·~ . . ~·- _·,:--··.·~ ·-~r~-.~·: ·_: ·.. ·~ _.;.. ~ ..- . · :·_: ..... .-··11-··;_.~-:;:-~;·...>.:·:=-·· .·~··. ····~_:_-~.·.·:...., ·?.•.::,.,..
1~t~<\ t~ fa~t that caiifornia has led the nation on coastal prot.ection by its·
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-4and by your State Coastal Zone Commission.

The Coastal Commission's proposed plan

.'or controlling development seems like a fair and well-balanced way to address
the. problem~ and I am hopeful that the California legislature will enact the
plan before the Commission expires at the end or the year.

Californiats action

in this. area is indicative of'" the type of: action best implemented at the state and
local levels:
~..

Do you have a pOsition on mining in Death Valley?

A.

The Death Valley- situation,. like the proposed. Mineral King Resort area~ is a
conflict betveen.. environmental. and. business interests.

An order has been handed

down to hal.t the mining_ activities in Death Valley,.. but it is: clear that local.,.
state and: f'"ederal. agencies involved need to develop a more· far-reaching and
permanent decision to the. question.

I can assure you that Secretary Kleppe is

...----..ympa.thetic to the problems on both sides.:

o~

the issue and will shortly make

.•:ecommendations vhich ;rill give f'ull protection to environmental concerns.
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BACKGROUND INFOR.\A:ATION FROlvi CONGRESSMAN ROBERT
LAGOi\-fARSINO FOR THE PRESIDENT'S VISIT
TO CALIFORNIA

The- Coastal Commission in California has determined that
Exxon cannot build refinery !acUities ashore fron: their
offshore proposed pLatfol"I'rl; above Santa Barbara. Interior
has. taken the Exxon side. Exxon. ~tates it wiLL be too expensive
to pipe the oiL onsl:iore to Los Angeles from their faciLity.
Therefore,. Exxon is. planning to ship their oil down to their
rer1.nerie s near Los Angetes. This is an environmentaL is sue~

t Etk HiLls- producing. Be aware of the Elk HiLts·Navat
Petroleum reserve and. that Congress has passed tegistati;~
-allowing it to: be pumped to- ease our oit shortage problem.·

If yo2-1 go to Santa: Barbara,. there are seve rat other issues ...
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BACKGROUND INFO&'vfATION FROM CONGRESSWO!v!AN
SHIRLEY PETTIS FOR THE PRESIDENT's
TRIP TO CALIFOR...'HA

Recently Congresswoman Pettis conducted a constituent
survey. The majority of the people indicated the following
issues in order of importance.

t.. Inflation,. government spending, and high. taxes.
Z"... rm.m.oratity~ lack of trust in public officials~ bad government ..
bad public: officials,. and nationaL apathy. They thought there
was. a. generat dishonesty in this country•
..

~-

Unemptoym.ent

4 .. Crime anci disregard !or taw and order.

5 .. T'oo much govermnent regulation,. too much bureaucracy
6. Foreign Affairs,. Henry Kissinger,.. detente,. and Russia
T.. Unemployment is 25%. worse than an'-other ptace in the
United States~ ~!rs. Pettis.r district;)
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION FROM CONGRESSMAN CLAIR
BURGENER FOR THE PRESIDENT'S.TRIP
TO CALIFORJ.'HA

Illegal Aliens -This is ~specialty important in Southern
California. Naturally one of the things that is being considered
and pushed is. the Rodino Bill and~ there is some resistance
by f'arm.ers in California to that approach for fear that as
employers they will get caught under the l~w rather than the
illegal alien.
..

The matpracttse situation is very big in California. There have
been several doctor strikes.

Foocr Stamp Reform is very popular in Southern California_
TJ:le President~"s position is very well accepted on ~hat issue.

Continuation of the President~" s economic po tides. Naturally .
the President has a. very good. stand. en fiscal rest:air.t.

Push those programs that curb inflation, because of the targe
number who live on a fixed income in California~

Import policy on citrus and farm products. To be honest,
there is some unhappiness that the decision the President
made on aspargus was not right •
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BACKGROUND INFO&.\.fATION FROM CONGRESSMAN BOB
WILSON FOR THE PRESIDENT'S TRIP TO
CALIFORNIA

There are a couple of issues that Congressman Witson feels
are of iin po rtanc e.

Number one is: the unemployment situation~ It is higher than
av~rage, tO-t/2 to

tt%.. It i.s not as bad a·s it sounc:ls,. because

there are some people that feet that they would rather be·
unemployed i.n CaLifornia than i.n Minnesota_ Also~ there are
peopte who retire and go out to CaLifornia.
--

The second problem is dealing with the Defense Department
budget.. Industrial economy is dependent on government
contracts ..
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HOUSE: OF R E:PR ES E:NTATIVE:S
WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20515
ALPHONZO Se:t.L
Loa AHo cu:s

March ·16 ~ 1976

~li"'ANIA

.,.

.
Dear:Vern~
~

In response to your call to r.ry i·fashington office: earlier

t..~is

morning_,. follO\~ting. are several questions the President may get i...'"l.
California:

I) Is President Ford going to sign the Elk Fills
bill?

!!

Z} What is President Ford's reaction to Governor
Brown's decision to get into the Presidential
race?"

-.

31

· 4)

Mlat does Fresident Ford intend
ZOO mile coastline extension!

"ta

do about the

\\hy does California still have an unemployment

rate well above the national average?
5)

\'fnat are President Ford's views on the need for
more public service jobs in light of California's

high. une.'ilployment rate?
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6)

is President Ford's reaction to the fact
that Reaga11. is ~-:ell ahead of him in California
surveys?

7)

What is President Ford's position on the California
Nuclear En~rgy Initiative?
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!) · Is President Ford aware that federal policies
have· made natt,tral &,as for pm. .·er. generation almost. t4'1available and,. as a result,. Los Angeles

faces a serious ne>;·t,. air pollution ::>rob lern?
.

9) · w·nat does President Ford believe should be done
_about t:.1.e probler.t of illegal aliens?

101 Does President Ford share the view expressed by
a number of rlis local ca-npaign supporters t.~at
Ronald Reagan \vas a poor governor of California?
11} Does President Ford plan to see or telephone
fanner Presiclent :.ii.-x:on v.nile in California?'

-If I may be of any additional assistance in. conrtection ~.:itit
·

the Presfden.trs trip to my Stztte,.. pleasG let me know_

With warmest regards,.
Sincerely,

CL.L

ALPHONZO BELL
United States Congress1::a.n

i·Ir. Vernon C.. Loen
Special Assistant to the President
T'ne \~hi te J:-l'.ouse
Washington, D.C. 20500
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March. 17 ~ 1976

~....

Vernon C. Loen
Deputy Assi.stant for Legislative Affairs.
The White House
\V"a5hin~ton,.

D.C~

Dear Vern:
!n response t«> your request for ir'..fnrma tion re§:;arding:
issues err· current interest in California., ! believe

the fo.tlO\V:ing

ShOU tu~

be mentioned::

The economy'"o ig" gover!'_'nent'" - Fed era t regt1la tion
Federal spending
nuclear energy development
gun.

contr~t

Thanks for your interest tn my assessment ..
Sincerely,
..~
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PETALUMA DECISION

Q.

Do you agree with the Supreme Court decision
which re-affirmed the right of the city of Petaluma
to limit its rate of growth?

A.

I make it a practice not to comment on specific
court decisions because my obligation as President
is to uphold the law as the courts interpret it.
I do want to say, however, that I have long felt
that local citizens, acting through their local
governments, should have control over the decisions
which affect them most closely. And certainly one
of those decisions is the growth and character of
their own communities. That is what I have been
talking about for the past two years as President.
It applies to a wide-range of areas, and it is an
issue on which I found an increasing number of
Americans in agreement with the position I have
held for more than 30 years.

JBS/3-25-76

1

REAGAN POLL LEAD

Q.

What is your reaction to the fact that Reagan
is well ahead of you in california surveys?

A.

As I have said before, polls fluctuate and I see
little point in commenting on them.
The important
poll is the one on election day.
So far I have
done well in those and I expect to continue to do
well. We have entered all the primaries. We
expect to win most of them. We expect to win the
nomination in Kansas City. And we expect to win
the election in November .

•

JBS/3-26-76

CONTACT WITH FORMER PRESIDENT

Q.

Do you plan to see or telephone former President
Nixon while in California?

A.

No.
(Or whatever answer you feel would best
handle this touchy subject.)

JBS/3-25-76
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REAGAN A POOR GOVERNOR?

Q.

Do you share the view expressed by a number of your
local campaign supporters that Ronald Reagan was a
poor governor of california?

A.

Well, I've never been a resident of California
and therefore can't comment.
But I think that what the people of the United
States are most concerned about is which candidate
has the experience necessary to run the federal
government so that it is responsive to their needs.
I believe that the progress this nation has made
during the 19 months I have been in office has
demonstrated that I have that experience, that I can
run the federal government effectively.

Shuman/Spencer/Austin/Morton
3-26-76

NUCLEAR
"·~··· Q.

A.

MORATORIUt·1 *

The people of this State will soon be voting on. the question
of whether or not to slow down or stop the development of nuclea!
powerplants. What is your position on this question? ·

I don't believe it would be proper for me to attempt to tell
the people of this State how to vote on a specific issue that
. will be before you in a State election.
.
.
. r wi.l.l share with you my thoughts on the general. subject of
nuclear power •.
First,. we are now- in the· ISth year of commercial nuclear power ·
production in the United States. In total the Nation"s
commercia~ nuclear plants represent several. hundred pl.ant year~
of operating experience --without a single death from a nuclear
accident. That•s a good record...
..
~· Second, even. though we ha~e an excellent safety record, r

believe we: must continue our efforts to assure it remains so
in.: the years ahead. As one step, I have asked for more funds
in 1~77 for both the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC} and
ERDA for reactor safety R&D. I have also. requested funds for a
major expansion of programs· to provide safe~ secure~ and
environmentally acceptable transportation and storage· for nuclea:
wastes.

•

·- Third,
in January
I activated NRC as an independent
regulatory agency for commercial nuclear power. Ensuring the
1~75,

safety of nuclear powerplants is the primary responsibility
of that agency. I have increased both the funding and manpower
for the NRC so that it has the resgurces it needs.
Fourth, the question of safety has been looked at in detail by
a number of competent, objective, and expert people who have
expressed confidence in the· safety of nuclear plants. Also,
my environmental advisers have also told me that nuclear
energy is preferable from an environmental point of viewFifth, the 57 plants now operating are supplying about ~
percent of our nation's electrical power. Generating this
amount of power with oil-fired plants would mean increasing
our oil imports by about 1 million barrels per day. Thus
nucle~r power is_already making a substantial contribution
to our energy needs. Also, the cost of electricity from
nuclear plants is much less than from oil-fired plants •. ··
*Proposition 15 on the

Califo~nia

June 8th ballot

-2NUCLEAR MORATORIUM(CONTINUED)
Finally, I recognize that there are still a number of
responsible people in the country .that have legitimate
concerns and questions about nuclear power. This
quite
understandable. We should expect questions about technologies
that are just achieving wide-scale application. It's important
that we respond to these questions. I can assure you that
the. energy and en~Tironmental agencies reporting to me will·
do everything- they can to ans'>-rer questions that come to them •. · ·
r have every confidence that the independent NRC will also
address fully any questionsthat come to its attention •

is

..
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EARTHQUAKE RESEARCH AND PREDICTION
Q.

Scientists are telling us that there is a bulge in the
earth along the San Andreas fault north of Los Angeles
and this may be a sign that we'll be hit by a major
earthquake soon. At the same time, we hear that you've
cut the budget for the Federal agency (Geological Survey
of the Inter~or Department) which is trying to watch this
problem. What is going on?

A..

In t-iid February r . I approved a proposal to reprogram more
than $2 million to buy instruments and to monitor the
uplift situation near Los Angeles.
Our scientists tell me that the uplift could be a warning
sign of a potential earthquake. They also say that
similar uplift occurred in. Southern California in the past
and was not followed by an earthquake.

The possibility for earthquake prediction is a significant
development here and in·several other countries (Russia,
Japan~ China) •
In addition to the reprogramming to
support the additional work in California, :r have directed
my Science Advisor (Guy Stever, Director of the National
Science Foundation) to work with the Interior Department
and develop a proposal for an overall earthquake prediction
program for my consideration.

GRS/3/25/76
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RATES CHARGED

~1UNICIPAL

UTILITIES BY PG&E

Q.

Some cities in California maintain their own
municipal power facilities and purchase power
wholesale from Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E)
for actual distribution. Do you think its fair
for PG&E to charge these municipalities a higher
rate than it charges its retail customers?
·

A.

Rates charged by PG&E and other electrical utilities are
subject to controls maintained by independent regulatory
agencies, so it would not be appropriate for me to
comment on matters they may be considering.
I understand, however" that the rate differential you
are referring t~ is due to the involvement of two
different regulatory agencies (the Federal Power
Conunissionand: the California Public Utilities Cornmission} and their different policies with respect to
automatic pass-through of higher fuel costs.

Background
The question refers to a problem caused by the involvement
of two d.ifferent regulatory agencies:
• The Federal Power Commission (FPC) regulates rates. for
wholesale sales of electrical power to municipal utilities. FPC permits automatic pass through of higher fuel
costs and thus the wholesale rates increased some time
ago when oil prices increased.
The California State PUC controls other rates. The State
higher fuel cost agency has now decided to permit the
pass through of costs, beginning in about 2 weeks.
There has been a period of time during which wholesale
rates to municipalities have actually exceeded retail rates.

'

GRS/3/25/76

DEVELOPMENT OF CALIFORNIA OCS
Q.

The Governor and Attorney General of California oppose
your policy of allowing private corporations to drill
for oil on the Outer Continental Shelf. They believe
this will have a serious, harmful impact on California
in that the coastal waters will certainly be polluted
by: oil spills and the economies of coastal communities
will be disrupted by an influx of oil company personnel.

A..

I believe that we must take actions to increase domestic
energy production so that we can regain our ability to
avoid the economic and socila disruption from another
oil. embargo. This includes developrnen t of oil and gas:
on the outer Continental. shelf where this can be done
safely and in a way that protects environmental. values.
As we· move: ahead, we must also work closely with States
and also. with areas that mig~t be affected by onshore
development-

r~ October 31, 1975, Secretary Kleepe decided to proceed
with the sale of leases off Southern California.
Secretary Kleppe eliminated some proposed areas from the
· · ?:W:::'~~~s?C-~_.,....7...,.·-·-·sa!e:"'"'and took other precautions: to assume proper protec~ -'"·
--·
· tion""'.Qf_the wildlife--and~n.atura1., values of the Southern
California region. For example,
·--··
?t.

Tracts in the Santa Monica Bay area and tracts south
of San Miguel Island were deleted in order to protect
areas of special. biological. significance •
• A three-quarter mile buffer was established around

the Channel Islands in order to protect State oil
sanctuaries •
• Special environmental stipulations were imposed in
order to protect the important estuaries along the
coastline and any unique biological areas offshore.
Interior Department will work closely with the people
of California and provide an opportunity to review plans
before oil and gas_develop~ent_pFoceeds.

GRS/3/25/7:3

(California)
ADMINISTRATION SUPPORT FOR GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
.

Q.

Does the Administration support geothermal power?

A.

Yes, certainly. The Administration recognizes the contribution
that geothermal power can make, particularly in the Western
states.
A. !imLted amount of geothermal energy already is, being produced

today in Northern California using dry steam.

However,. the

dry steam form of geothermaL energy apparently is a rather

limited resource.

On the other hand, this country has abundant geothermal resources
of other forms (specifically,. hydrothermal and hot dry rock),
but these are more difficult to. tap_ My budget provides
·funds. to: assess these geothermal. resources and to develop
the technology needed to use these geothermal. resources.
Federal. geothermal. R&D will. increase 44% in my- 1.977 Budget,
frorit $32 to $4'6 million in outlays. We are also planning to ·
implement a geothermaL energy loan.- guarantee program- which. ·
wil.L help promote the use of geothermal energy during the
period when economic viability is uncertain.

.

Detail
l. The Federal government is supportlng experiments in
Southern California and Idaho that. may lead to new means
of producing power from: hydrothermal resources and more
advanced experiments are being conducted in New Mexico and
along the Gulf Coast. states on hot-dry rock. There are a
number of important uncertainties that must be resolved#
including environmental problems· (e.g., release of hydrogen
sulfide gas, earthquakes, sunsidence of land), and these are
also being addressed through research.

2. The loan guarantee program is designed to assist industry
in developing the near-term application of geothermal power,
during the period when economic viability of geothermal power
production is uncertain, specifically to reduce the financial
risk to the private sector in producing power from geothermal
resources. The total dollar amount for the loan program might
reach J2 billion.

GRS
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(California)
SHORTAGE OF NATURAL GAS IN CALIFORNIA
LEADING TO INCREASED AIR POLLUTION

Q.

Are you aware that Federal policies have made natural gas for
power generation almost unavailable and, ·as a result, Los Angeles
faces a serious new air pollution problem?

A.

r understand that the shortage of natural gas in California
may force some major users to switch to other fue·ls -principally oil.-- and this will·increase air pollution.
This is. unfortunate but there is no real choice· when you must·
have· energy and there isn't enough natural gas to go around.
The best way to deal. with this problem is to increase natural
gas production -- reversing the decline in natural gas production
that began two years ago.

.

The Administration is trying; to get the Congress to remove
FederaL price regulation from new· naturaL gas- supplies, Federai ·
regulation has been a prime cause of declini IIJ production. We
must remove these unnecessary controls so· that there· is an
incentive for increased natural gas production.
/·-

BACKGROUND
Priorities for natural gas use within the State of California
- ara determined by the California Public Utilities Commission
(PUC).. The California PUC generally follows the FPC's priorities
with large users curtailed first -- before homes and small
business.
Natural. gas for boiler fuel is given low priority and that is
where users in California are being forced to switch to other
fuel, principally oil..

GRS
3/25/76

(California)
GUARANTEEING NATURAL GAS TO CALIFORNIA IF
THE SOHIO PIPELINE APPLICATION IS APPROVED

Q.

A.

Can the FederaL Government give California assurance that
the present gas delivery will be maintained (or increased)
in the L.A .. basin (in exchange for SOHIO pipeline approval)?
The Federal. Government has no authority to- allocate natural
gas from one pipeline to another. -If the pipelines delivering
.gas to California are curtailed, then the California Public
Utilities Commission _(PUC) must determine priorities. for
remaining gas.
BACKGROUND
"The SOHIO pipeline approval"'" refers to an application from SOHIO:
- now pendinq before the Federal Power Conunission (FPC} to·
swi.tch the use of a natural gas pipeline to oil -- to
bring expected Alaskan oil eastward.. FEA has publicly- urged
the FPC to approve the application.

GRS
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ELK HILLS BILL
Q.

Are you going to sign the Elk Hills bill?

A.

I haven't seen the final bill agreed upon by House-Senate
Conferees. But, my people telL me that the Conferees have
come up with a good compromise.
I understand that the Conferees will file their report next
week (Wednesday, March Jl), and both the House and the Senate
will take it up soon thereafter.
I hope to have a bill that I can sign soon so that we can
begin producing oil at Elk Hills without further delay.

'

'
1

l .

j
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT
Question:
Mr. President, the Southern Califronia Rapid Transit District
has been forced by the Department of Labor to enter into a
labor agreement i t does not like because Department of
Transportation funds could not be made available to it
without Department of Labor certification. Do you think
this is right'?
Answer
I am aware of this situation. It relates to the implementation
of a provision of the Urban Mass. Transportation Act (UMTASSll'(c)). which. says. basically that recipients of Federal
fundsmust certify that employees will not be adversely
affected by the use of those funds.
'

I

Recently~ concerns have been expressed about the implementation
of this. requirement. r do not think i t would be appropriate
for me to comment on the specifics of any local labor·
management agreement which stems from the 13 (c} requirement.•
However,. at the national level, r have asked Secretary
Coleman and Secretary Usery to examine the way 13(c) is
being implemented,. to see if they feel there should be any
changes in the procedures.

BACKGROUND
Los Angeles County Supervisor Pete Schabarum serves on the
Board of the Southern California Rapid Transit District. He
has been the leading figure in challenging DOL handling of
Section 13(c) cases. Schabarum has met with a number of
people at the White House to argue his case.
The majority of the Board of the Transit District, while
approving an agreement with the unions which DOL will find
acceptable, indicated their approval was granted "under
economic duress:·~ if they failed to grant approval, the
transit district would have run out of operating funds.
The broader 13(c) problem has been discussed with both Bill
Coleman and Bill Usery. They will be examining the matter
carefully. Given the state of the law and other developments,
however, it is not clear that they will agree to recommend
any significant changes at this time.
DHL/JRH
3/15/76

LOS ANGELES CETA
'j

II

I·l

Q.

Los Angeles is about, to run out of CETA funds and
will have to fire several thousand people. Why
won't you do something about this problem?

A.

I am aware of the problem you mention and have
discussed it with ~1ayor Bradley.

.

We have tried to do something. I have proposed
to the-congress a $1.7 billion appropriation to
provide funding for CETA at present levels through
the end of 1976 and then reduced funding until
October 1977 consistent with our expectations of
gradually improving economic conditions, through
the country_ The Congress and I may have a
difference of opinion over some proposed programs
substantially in excess of my request but the
Congress should certainly be able to act on the
continuation of a jobs program which. is working •.
Background
Los Angeles authorities feel they were misled by the
Department of Labor into spending their CETA funds at
too fast a pace. There is some merit to the claim that
DOL is partially at fault.
CETA prime sponsors were advised several months ago of
the need to curb expenditures so funds would last through
the end of the Fiscal Year. A number of prime sponsors
froze new hires and gradually laid off workers so the
programs could be maintained. Los Angeles froze new hires
but refused to lay off any workers. Los Angeles now seeks
special assistance. To give Los Angeles special assistance,
however,. would be unfair to those prime sponsors which took
steps to live within the fisca~ constraints.
The enactment of the $1.7 billion- supplemental would solve
Los Angeles' immediate problem though it would still have to
phase its program down if it wanted its funds to last well
into 1977.

COMPLYING WITH THE CLEAN AIR ACT IN CALIFORNIA

How will California communities possibly meet the
Standards of the Clean Air Act by 1977?

A:
We share local concern about the 1977 date for
achievement of the standards in LGs Angeles, San
Francisco and other areas of California. We have
proposed amendments to the Clean Air Act that would
provide greater flexibility in accepting reasonable
control measures. The Senate Committee has reported
and the House Committee is presently considering
amendments to ·the Act. We hope to get a workable
bil~ out of the Congress during this session.
Background:
Clean Air Act requires all health standards for
air pollution be met by July 1977.
Several areas,, including San Diego, Los Angeles,
and San Francisco,. cannot meet standards by· 1977
without severe, social and economic impact in
those areas.
The National Academy of Sciences' report indicates
all air quality standards are supported by evidence
on health effects, and that benefits related to
their achievement outweigh costs.
EPA has recommended amendments to the Clean Air
Act which would provide the time and local flexibility needed to achieve the goals of the Clean
Air Act.
0

The Senate has passed legislation amending the Act,
and the House Public Norks Committee is presently
considering amendments. There are numerous differences
between the Senate and House versions which will have
to be resolved in conference. Both versions, however,
provide a degree of flexibility in dealing with the
concerns of local government.

GWH/3-15-76

WASTEWATER AND DRINKING WATER
REQUIREMENTS IN CALIFORNIA

Why is EPA requiring installation of expensive
water and wastewater treatment measures?

A:
The.Federal Water Pollution Control Act and the
Safe Drinking ~'later Act each set forth treatment
requirements that must be met by municipal departments providing water and wastewater disposal requirements
·into regulations, anci the State of California has assumed
responsibility for implementing the regulations. While
we are always willing to review the regulations to see
that they do not impose excessive requirements, we
cannot provide relief from statutory mandates. I
should add,. at this point,. that State and local requirements are frequently more stringent than those
mandated by the Congress.
Background:
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act requires
that municipal wastewater discharges meet secondary
treatment requirements by 19-77.
There are major sewer systems in both the Los
Angeles and San Francisco regions which do not
presently meet these requirements. State and
Federal grant funds are available to meet 87-1/2 per-.
cent of the capital cost of improving these plants.
However, besides the 12-1/2 percent local share of
construction costs, local communities would face
increased costs for operation and maintenance of
the facilities. Federal law requires that the
operation and maintenance costs be met through a
system of user charges. EPA has requested an
amendment to the law to permit use of other than
user charge funding methods.

- 2 0

The Safe Drinking Water Act requires that drinking
water meet Federal drinking water standards
established to protect public health.
The State of California has assumed responsibility for insuring that standards are met •
.
The State is requiring Los Angeles to treat the
Owens Valley water supply in order to ~eet
Federal standards for turbidity (which interferes
with. disinfection} •
There are no provisions for providing Federal
financiaL assistance for either construction or
operation of the water treatment_ facilities.

GWH/3-15-76

OFF-SHORE OIL DRILLING SAFEGUARDS
~------.

Q.

Environmentalists are concerned about the development of off-shore oil drilling sites, especially
as other sources of oil decrease. What steps will
your Administration take to ensure that environmental
safeguards are met and oil drilling problems
minimized?

A.

Enviro.nmental protection is a developing technology
and as better methods are developed, they will be
considered carefully. Many safety measures have been
implemented in recent years. The Department of the'
Interior routinely eliminates from its OCS sales the
high risk tracts. From 1968, to present, the inspection
force has been. increased from only seven to more than
200.. Regulations on all phases of drilling and
production have been updated and revised, and a typical
20:-well platform now has about 300 safety devices ..
Operators are required to submit contingency plans
for oil spill containment and cleanup prior to lease
operations. There have been results. Since 1968r
more than 5,000. wells have been drilled on the OCS
and only four resulted in accidents that caused oil
spill. of more than 250 barrels-

GWH
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STRIP MINING IN DEATH VALLEY

Q.

Do you favor proposals to allow mining in
Death Valley?

A.

Present law·:does not permit. withdrawal from
mining of certain areas of Death Valley National
Monument. TheAdministration has endorsed legislation to forbid new mining claims in National Park
System units where they are still permitted,. and
to give the Secretary of the Interior regulatory
authority to protect environmental values involved
in mining which would continue on existing claims.

..

Background:

Th.is volatile issue surfaced last sununer,.. when
National Park Service asked for authority to withdraw·
certain areas of Death Valley National Monument from
mining,. and the Interior Solicitor issued an opinion
that the law did not permit such withdrawal. The
f!ak, mostly directed against Interior, kept flying
in the press until early October, when the Department endorsed legislation to forbid new mining claims
in National Park System units where they are still
permitted, and to give the Secretary regulatory
authority to protect environmental values involved
in mining which would continue on existing claims.
Areas still open to mining claims under law are:
Death Valley; Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument
and Coronado National Memorial, both in Arizona;
Mt. McKinley National Park, Alaska and Glacier Bay
National Monument, Alaska (which Interior proposes
not be closed to mining yet while surveys by Bureau
of Mines and Geological Survey continues; nickel and
other valuable minerals exist at Glacier Bay but
there is a question whether they can be mined profitably) •

GWH
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WARM SPRINGS DAM NEAR
SAN ANDREAS FAULT

Q.

Why does the Federal Government keep supporting
public works projects such as the Warm Springs Dam
in Sonoma County that is close to the San Andreas
Fault. and subject to earthquakes?

A-

The Warm Springs Dam is located in the Russian River
Basin north of San Francisco~ The project was started
by the Congress in 1967 and about $40 ..5 million has been
spent through fiscal year 1975, mainly for lands and
road relocations. The totaL cost of the project is
estimated at $180 million. The major benefits are
flood control and water supply.
The project is currently- halted under a court injunction
pending- additional studies by the Corps of Engineers,
including studies of any modifications that may be
needed because the dam is near a fault zone. If these·
studies. indicate that there is any serious reason for
questioning: the dam's safety, the dam will not be
started.

•·

EROSION IN THE REDWOOD NATIONAL PARK

Q.

The large number of virgin stands of giant redwoods
are now being threatened because of the harvesting
of timber in close proximity. Are you in favor of
the enlargement of. the Redwood National Park (Burton
bill) as a means to protect these trees?

A.

There are very serious problems of erosion in some
of the parks finest areas. This Administration is
considering legislation to be submitted to Congress
that would address this problem. The bill would
direct the D~partrnent of the Interior to protect
affected areas within the Park by regulating some
harvesting of timber,. and through land rehabilitation
outside the Park boundaries on watersheds which feed
the streams within the Park.

Background
Created by Congress in 196&,. this Park has been in:
trouble ever since. Cost of land acquisition
(authorized at $92 million plus exchange· of some
Federal. lands) has run far above ceilings; and the
State of California has refused to turn over its
adjacent State Red.,..vood Parks as originally expected,.
making management difficult. Immediate and pressing
. problem is erosion undermining some of the Park's
finest areas, felling prime trees, some of them many
centuries old. Loggers working slopes above and outside
the Park have denuded land; when heavy rains fall,.
excessive runoff swells streams and undermines their
banks, where biggest and best trees grow. The Act
creating the Park had directed National Park Service
to look into possible need for a buffer zone and report
back to Congress; because of extremely high costs of
standing redwood timber on private lands, NPS wanted
strong factual justification, which was slow in coming.
in. 1975, a Sierra Club lawsuit against Interior forced
the issue. In November, Interior released a two-year
study report by Geological Survey hydrologists, documenting heavy damage within the Park and blaming
accelerated erosion on logging practices outside the
Park.
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CONCESSIONERS IN NATIONAL PARKS

Q.

Should Yosemite National Park and other national
parks undertake to limit construction and concessioners?

A.

The National. Park Service currently is hiring concessions management specialists for several large
parks, in accordance with the Service Director's
plan to upgrade control over concessions. The Park
Service has a mammoth effort underway to poll the
public as to whether more or less human comforts are
desirable for Yosemite. There have been hearings
nationwide, and more than 30 in California.. A
determination· of what the public wants: would come
before a course of action- At present, 34 7 concessioners. operate in a7 units of the National Park
System.

Background
Environmentalists would prefer a minimum of concessioners

w£thin the parks, with necessary services, particularly
overnight accommodations, provided from outside the
park where possible.. Tourist-oriented business firms
would like to expand services for a comfort-loving
population, contending the parks are big enough to
accormnodate all kinds of tastes. The Park Service
leans toward the environmentalist view; where the
public stands is unclear.
Concessions have grown like Topsy, some from an era
when a grand old resort hotel would accommodate
visitors arriving by train and provide them with
everything from food and lodging to golf and tennis,
all. within the park.. That type of concession still
survives in some of the big parks, but environmentalists
and Park Service managers are pressing for closer
control and phase out where possible. They feel the
presence of these super-facilities violates the
national park concept_of preserving unspoiled nature
as much as possible. Some concessions have become
big business, operated by firms taken over by conglomerates, with a built-in pressure to maximize profits
at the expense of park values by expanding facilities

;

.,

Concessioners in National Parks (cont'd)

-2'-

and services. Concessioners are not all hotels and
restaurants; they include gift shops, ski tows and many
sport facilities, shuttle bus and sightseeing firms and
a wide variety of other services. They pay a fee to NPS
based on their gross receipts; in return they provide
service that meets NPS standards. There is little uniformity in contract administration and considerable
criticism of sub-par service, possibly exorbitant profits,
plus occasional allegations of favoritism. Part of the
problem. is that concessions management is not a particularly desirable "majorr. for National Park Service
employees career ladder. It is not a high-status, field,
but rather is one where the potential career risks are
greater than anticipated rewards.
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BAN ON HANDGUNS

california may have a ballot measure in November to
ban private ownership of handguns. You have taken
a position opposed to this on a national basis, but,
if California voters passed such a gun control
proposition, would you reconsider your position?
A. As you know, I have·stated on a number of occasions .
that I am unalterably opposed to Federal registratio~
of handguns. or !icensing of handgun owners. I am
also opposed to a Federal ban on private ownership
of handguns. I believe these questions should be
addressed by State and local governments and not by
the Federal government. This will be my positi_on
regardless of the outcome on the· c;=alifornia proposition ..
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MALPRACTICE
~ou believe the Federal Government should provide
malpractice insurance for doctors to prevent strikes,
such as the one that tied up California medicine
earlier this year?

It is our feeling that the solution to the malpractice
insurance problem for doctors and hospitals should
come from the industry and the States. So far, over
30 States have passed legislation to help deal with
the problem. It is our hope and belief that such
steps will alleviate the crisis and make direct
Federal. involvement unnecessary.
TheAdministration,.s policy has been to encourage
such activity. Many conferences and meetings with
physicians,. hospitai administrators, insurance company
executives and State insurance commissioners have- been
held in an effort to, resolve this issue. The Department
of Health,. Education and Nelfare is also conducting
research to seek better understanding of the problem.
Currently, no State is threatened with the immediate
loss of malpractice insurance coverage, although in
II'
- areas the premium rates are quite high.
There
a
several St:ates that we are watching closely, inCLuding California.
:KG ROUND

:wo-track effort is underway:
We have encouraged States to pass legislation providing
for the immediate availability of medical malpractice
insurance; and
We are looking at long term solutions to the problem
such as possible changes in legal practices involving
medical malpractice, necessary medical practice reforms,
better insurance data, etc •

•

i - ..
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ILLEGAL ALIENS

·,._ ---"t should be done about illegal. aliens'?
support the Rodino bill?

Do you

We have anywhere from 6,000,000 to 8,000,000 illegal
aliens in this country, which is, roughly, the total
number of unemployed in this country./ This is a very
serious matter, but let me tell you.. what we are trying
to do about it. ·
Number one, we are working very closely in a new
program with the Mexican Government. There has been
a '"tremendous increase in the flow o ~· illegal aliens
from Mexico. The cooperation that we are developing
with the Mexican Government will, I think, produce
some results iii stopping that flow ..
When I was in Mexico about nineteen months ago, I
personally talked to President Echeverria about this.
Number two,. in my budge.t I have reconunended additional
employees for the Immigration and Naturalization Service
sa-it can doing a better job of finding illegal aliens
seeking to deport them ..
Tnere is one other thing we are trying to do. I have
favored legislation that passed the House, last year
as I recall, that makes it mandatory for an employer
to ask whether a prospective employee is an illegal
alien. That would be helpful •

..

GOV. BROWN'S PRIMARY CANDIDACY

Q.

Governor Brown has decided to enter the california
Democratic Presidential primary. What effect will
this have on your campaign here, and what are your
impressions of him?

A.

Governor Brown's entering the Democratic primary should
sustantially affect the Democratic outcome because of his widespread popularity in the state. I do not
believe it will have any effect on the Republican
primary.
(Note: You have met with Governor Brown twice •
. Once was at the Governor's Conference in San FranciscoThe second was in Sacramento in September o-f last year.
At that time you discussed general issues as well as
the crime message you were· about to give to the
California Assembly.)·
Recent ratings of Gov. Brown's job performance showed .
that a great majority of californians believe he ·±s.
oin~ an excellent job.

3/24/76

SEN. TUNNEY

Q~

A..

-

Which of the Republican Candidates do you feel has
the best chance of defeating Senator John Tunney?
I have made it a practice never to become involved in
conjecture regarding Republican candidates involved
in primary campaigns. I think that we are very
fortunate}o .. h._a~e-four-candidates for the Republican Senatorial
nomination. I have worked personally with both Al Bell
and Bob Finch and have the highest respect and admiration
for them both. I think that the Republican voters will decide
with their ballots who they believe is best equipped to
oppose Senator Tunney in November.
NOTE: The other Republican candidates are
S .. I. Hayakawa,. former President of San Franeisco
State and syndicated columnist; and .Tohn Harmer .t- former
Lt. Governor of California:

MILITARY BASE CLOSINGS

Q.

A.

Mr. President:
Do you plan to close any military installations in this State in order to reduce Federal
spending?
Let me first restate my belief that we as a nation
must maintain a strong and effective military capability. However, in light of the financial pressures
that we are facing at all levels of Government, we
must insure that our military operations are effi
cient as well as effective. Therefore, we are reviewing the possibility for cost reductions in all
Federal programs.
Specifically, we are evaluating our
military installations to determine where there is
duplication or unnecessary operations. As you know, we
have announced preliminary findings for the closing of
some Air Force bases. These announcements have been
made to allow an assessment of the impact of such
closings on the surrounding areas. As we determine
other candidates for closings, we will initiate a
similar process to insure that a full and accurate
assessment is made of the impact of such closings.

'>,
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NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

.

Q.

Should a moratorium on the construction of nuclear
power plants be declared? If not, how do you propose
to alleviate public and scientific concern regarding
the safety of these plants?

A.

No, there should not be a moratorium on the construction
of nuclear power plants. Progress to~~rd our goal of an adequate and dependable supply of energy requires expanded use
of both coal and nuclear energy, at least until newer and
better sources of energy can be developed.

We already have more than 50 commercial nuclear power
plants in operation providing dependable, safe, clean
and economical sources of energy.

~
..

)

We have created an independent Nuclear RegulatotyCommission
to regulate and assure the continued safety, reliability and
environmental acceptability of nuclear facilities. An extensive study recently completed by a group of nongovernment safety experts concluded that nuclear power
/plants are very safe. (In fact,.they concluded that
the chance of any member of the nublic bei'ng killed in a
nuclear plant accident is one in 5 billion - which is sli~htly
less likely than the chance of being struck by a meteor and
over 2,000 times less likely than being struck by lightning.)
Expanding the production of electricity from nuclear power
is so important to our energy independence and economic
strength that I believe we must take all reasonable steps
to assure further the safety of nuclear power and to answer
questions that might'be of concern to the public.

,.
~

GUN CONTROL

Q.

A recently published statistic claimed that

A.

The. way to. cu~ doYU ou the criminal use of gr..1ns is not
to take guns zway fro~ the la~-abidL~g citizen) but to

o~Jy five
percent of th~ ~erican people are opposed to some
form of regulation of guns. Why do you continue to
oppose gun controls?

. impose mandatory sentences for cr~es in ~hich a gti~ is
used. make i~ harder to obtain cheap guns for criminal
P~r?oses~ and concentrate grin enfo~cement in high cr~e
areas... Acco:-di:tgly, J: have proposed the fcllo~ing program:

leg±slation requiring the i.l:ilposit:ion of a mandatory
minimum. tern of imprisonment for a:ty person convicted
of usi:tg or- carry:;L.ng a ba:ndg'...m iil the ccl:ii!!I.ission of
Federal offenses;
legislation. ba:r.,.;..,g t.~e i=rport:ation, domestic manu.•
' ~_,
~ •. T
h• an d g>J.ns ..~actu-re and . sa 1 e or- cneap,.
·~g hT
-Y concea~ao_e
k:c.OWtl as "Saturday Nig:X:Spec.ials" - ;.hlch have no apparent
use. othe: th~ against huma~ beings;
legi.slatiott stengtheni:::1g current: la~s to strike at the
il1egal commerce in hancgr~s and to ~phasize the responsibll.iey of i".m dealers to adhere to t.."re la'<l; and

-·

-·.
expansion~
.

~

by ~~e 3urea~of Alcohol. Tobacco ~d Firea.~~
of its firearms i~vestigative efforts i~ the nation's ten
largese metropolitan areas through the ~mmediate employment
and ttai.nin~ of a:t additiocal .500 f!re.a:::ns io.vesd.ga.tcrs •
.

~

BACKGROUHD
Yo~ have submitted to the Congress legislation impleme:tting all of your
reco~endations for enhanced Federal handgun control.
The Administrat:i~

has requested an addition.al 500 investigators from the Coagress and has
begun to step up its investigation of illegal firearms transactions ~
the foll~_ng cities: Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Dallas--Fort Worth,
Los Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Lo~s, San Francisc(
and washington, D.C.

UNEMPLOYMENT

Q.

How successful have you been in fighting
unemployment?

A.

Statistics released last week show that unemployment
was down to 7.6% in February (from 7.8% the previous
month).
Employment was up to 86.3 million, an increase of
125 thousand, equal to the highest number of people
working in the history of ~~e United States. All
jobs lost in the recession have now been restored.
We are, of course, pleased with these figures.
They
not only provide further evidence that our steady
economic policies are working,. but more important
they indicate that much of the personal hardship of
unemployment is over, and that we are well on the
road toward reaching our goaL of a job for everyone
..
who wants to work.
···~
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INACCURATE

UNEMPLOYME~~

FIGURES?

Q.

Isn•t the Administration's forecast of an average
7. 7% unemployr..ent rate for 1976 too pes imistic
in view of the recent decline in February to 7.6%?

A.

I have said all along that r·hoped the economic
recovery and specifically the unemployment figures
would be better than the economists had predicted.
I hope that the present trend continues.
If it
does, it's obvious that our forecast was too high
and that the official projections will have to be
revised downward. But other interrelated economic
statistics will have to be reviewed before we can
make a final judgment, and although we are hopeful,
we are not going to relent in our efforts to build
a strong economy that will provide jobs for all who
want them.

JBS/3-10-76

FISCAL POSITION OF THE
POSTAL SERVICE

Q.

What is the Administration going to do about the Postal
Service? I understand that i t will shortly run out of
money.

A.

While it is .true that the tJ.S. Postal Service, a semi-independent government corporation, has experienced
severe fiscal deficits, there is.no indication that i t
will shortly go bankrupt. Increased revenues from in.,..
creased postal rates, cash reserves and continued
borrowing authority insure continued cash flows for
the Postal Service.

BACKGROUND:

The-Postal Service' indebtedness at the end
of.FY 1.976 will be approximately $3 billion.
Despite this, the above resources insure that
the Postal Service will remain solvent for
at I"east another year.
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POSTAL SUBSIDY
Q.

Postmaster General Bailar has called for a doubling of
the $1 billion annual subsidy paid by the taxpayers to
support the Postal Service. Do you support that idea?

A.·

I am concerned about the deficit facing the Postal Service
but I do not believe that it should b~ subsidized from
general tax revenues. As you know, the Postal Reorganization
Act of 1970 established the Postal Service as a semiindependent government corporation on the principles that
it support itself on its own revenues and that mail users
should pay for mail service. I still support these
.
principles but I will remain close scrutiny of the Postal
Service's fiscal difficulties and will make appropriate
recommendations to the Congress if L feel they are
necessary.

BACKGROUND: •
On September 8, at the opening session of the Nation's
Postal Forum, Postmaster General Ben Bailar requested Congress.
for nearly $1 billion in increased public service subsidies
over the next two or three years to ease the Postal Service's
deficit. He mentioned it again in his speech before the
Detroit Economic Club on March 8, 1976,. but indicated that
the sense of the Congress and ~he Administration was against
increased appropriations at this time.

t..
'
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POSTAL SERVICE

Q.

Postmaster General Ben Bailar has recently publicly
questioned the need for current levels of postal
service in this country and the post office has cut
some deliveries in certain cities. Does that mean
arnajor cut in post:al service in the near future?

A.

Postmaster General Bailar, speaking for the Postal
Service, has initiated a series of speeches which
are intended to raise the public consciousness about
the consequences of rising mail delivery costs)
specifically what is the appropriate level of mail
service in an era of declining volumes and
revenues and increased costs? While the ;Postal
Service contemplates no major decreases in mail
service at this time, the issue has been set forth for
public debate by the Postmaster General's action.

F.L. May
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POSTAL SERVICE

Q:

Despite creation of the u. S. Postal Service, delivery
of mail seems to be as bad, if not worse, than it was a
few years ago. Would you be willing to propose letting
private companies compete with the U. S. Postal Service
in delivering letters?

A:

Some critics of the U. S. Postal Service have proposed
that the interests of consumers would be better served
if the Private Express Statutes, which guarantee the
Postal Service a monopoly over first class mail, were
repealed. While it is arguable that some consumers
might benefit from the resulting competition, it is
also possible that others in less populous areas might
suffer a decline in service, or to forestall. this
additional Federal subsidies-would have to be given·to
the Postal Service to maintain uneconomic routes. This
latter step would violate the fundamental principle of
the Reorganization Act of 1970 that mail users should
pay for the service theyreceive.
I, therefore, do not believe that the repeal of the
Private Express Statutes would be advisable at this
time and that any solution for improvement of mail
service or rate reduction requires extensive .review-by
both the Administration and the Congress before drastic
action is taken.

Background
Secretary Simon and other A~~inistration officials have
publicly questioned the validity of maintaining the Private
Express Statutes. At the request of the Postal Rate Coffiillission,
the Council on ~'1age and Price Stability filed a report which
called for additional study of the L~pact of abolition of
the Private Express Statutes.
Currently the Domestic Council and OMB are developing a
proposal for a low-visibility Administration task force to
develop policy initiatives for the U. S. Postal Service and
to improve mail service.
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E:MORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 23, 1976

SirnW
y-1 tt..

MEMORANDUM FOR

JIM

FROM

PAUI. MYER

Per your request~ attached is the supplernenta~
material for the President's trip to California.

Attachment
~
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A - - GRS

Payment Data

B- -- Actual Uses
C: -- GRS Payment Data

for State of California
and all local jurisdictions

;..

-·~

GE~gRJ\t

ttEVENUE .SHAttiNG ·.:i'AYMI!:N'rt3 ... _ CALl:FORNlA
(in millions)

Total State
& All Local
Governments

Stat~

, Goif' t. . , ,... Counties

Municipalities

indian
Tribes
'I

.
Actual Payments to
Date as of 1/5/76

.$

. $ 2,So4.1
•

$ •5

999dJ

> ••••••

Estimated Payments
Under Existing Pro~ .
gram--thru 12/31/76

$

861.2

"$ • 7'
'

4

..
Projected Payments
Under President's
Proposal (1/77-9/82)

$L.l

$ 4,i2~.a
:-'~.·
.

.

.
l·.·

.

'

·'.1

·'

'•

I

'

GENE:RAt lmVENUE SHARING PAYMENTS
CAttFOrtNiA

Totai
(f!jtisting Program
t:hru 12/31/76)

Projected
Under President's
Legislation

Jurisdiction

Payment.to

Fresno County

$

jl, 191, !i21

$

39;095,853

$

48,216,992

Fresno City.

$

12,~a4,j76

$

16,519,139

$

21,555,480

$

g3,949,191

$ 115,524,126

bat~

f

•

·:.>
San

Frartc:ls~o

... _

$ 14,996,979

•

tos Angeles court:ty

$

~64,261;987

Los AngAieA City

$

14j,1aO,ft9G

. '

.

I

$ 453,; 355; 450 .

$ 542;080,020

$ 19S,975 1 910

$

260,122~010

Actual

Use~

at Genetai Revanue Sharing Payments.
(July 1974•June 1975)

Actual Uses

Jurisdidtion
Fresno County

$ 9,227,000 for health

Fresno City

$ 1,236,000 for environmental protection

San Francisco

$ 9,054,000 for public transportation

2,476,000 for public safety
161,000 for public transportation ·
658,000 for recreation
442;000 for general government

6,251,000 for social services to the poor
and aged
2,696,000 for public safety

$31,14j,ooo for public safety
2!>,214,000 for public transportation
25;397,000 for recr~ation
Los

)

$19,~47,000

An<Jelea city

.

for environmental protection\
·G,OOO,ooO lor t'acreation
'1,000 for public transportation

'
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834o690t472.
ALAN(Ql COUNTY
&L.l"FOA CITY
&LU'<Y CtTY
8EIIK(1..£T CtTT
[N[IIYYILI.E TOw>t.
"'£"0"T CITY
M.lT..,&IIO CITY
t.lYEIIMOIIE CITY
N[W&AIC CtTY
OAKLAND CITY
I'I[OotO"T CtTT
1'\.[AS&>tTOI'l C t T'l'
S&lt LUNOIIO CITY
IJIICIOI'l' CITY
• CO~TY TOT.lt. •

ZtTO~tl79

11~·309
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l0Tt69S
26tSSS
213•264
Z9~t647
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. 70,478
lt36St397
11t320
44•••z·.
165,29T
64.526
5.49~·19'>

OOZ At.llt"£ C:OUHTT
W&SHO£ TAtB&L COUNCIL
• COUNTT TOT.lt. •

003 ANlOOII COUNTY
AN&OOiol CITY
tONE CITY
.JAC:IISOif C:tTY
Pt. J"'0U T>+ C I T'l'
SUTT£11 CII££K C1TY
• CO~TY TOTAL •
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006> C:Ot.US& COUNTY
COLUSA, CITY
»tt.LUNS CtT"T
COt.US~ tNOt&N CONNUN{TY
COil TINA IIANC)'[~ 14
• COUNfT TOt At. •

45hTtllS
1t569'
1.04tll5
t1t281l<
45.176>
6lllt903.
96.003
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00& Oft.. NOAT[ COUNTY

CRESCENT CITY ClfY
RESIGM('II 8U5I111ESS COUNCil.
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009 !I. OOA.OO COUNTY
PL.t.C[RVII..I.[ CITY
SOUTW I..AK[ TA~O£ CITY
• COUNTY TOTAL •
FRESNO COUNTY
CLO~ IS CITY
CO&I.IHGA CITY
, IAE'IAUG>t CITY"
FOwi.EII TOwot
'II£$HO CITY
HUAOH CITY
JC(II.,AH CfTY
JCl~>~GSBUAG CITY
. M[NOO Ta CITY
OA&NG£ COVE CITY
P&IILI£01 CtTY
- R£EOLET CITY
SANG(II CITY
I&H .JO&OUI'I C1 TY
SEt.."& CITY
SYC&•OAf V&I.I.[Y ASSOCI~f!ON
• COUICTY TOTAL •
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Oll Gt..[NIOI COUifTY
OIIL&NO CITY
Wft.I.OII$ CITY

94Tt326
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78.230.

COHTII& COST& COUNT"T
ANTtOC>+ CITY
llll[lohOOO CITY
COICCOAO C: ITT
£L CF.A!IITO CtT"T
i'IUCULES TOitN
NAATINEZ CITY
III'IOI..f CITY
I'ITTSiiURG CITY
RIC><.,ONO CITY
SAlt 11&1'1..0 CITY
WALNUT CREE~ CITY
Ct.ATTON CITY
PLEASANT HILL CITY
I...IF 1'1'[ TTE CITY
• COUICTT TOTAL •
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OAOW It.t.[ CtTT
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.~ .... 1137
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lo50Cit8ST
203•84 ...
65··11•
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20.161
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100t701
271o566
23.964
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IIA.&"I..!Y CITY
CALEXICO CtTT
CALlP&Tli!A CITY
€1.. C!IIITIIn CITY
>+Ot.TVIJ.I..E CITY
U•P£lll&L c [TT
V[STWOAI.A'IO C!T"T
.QU[CH&N TII!BAI.. COUNC!t..
• COUNTY TOTAL •
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41.094
Tllt93 ..
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612..!'164
lo10Ao0Tt·
1l5o449
861.54111
l41tol38·
tz6,1177
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!A~[IIS~lELO CIT~
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IUIItCOPI. CtTY
514lFTEir' Ct1Y
TAFT" CtT"T
Tt14&CH&Pl CITY
v•sen CtTT
>4CI"'4At.lNO CITY
&i'!VtN CITY
lltDGECA[ST C!TT
CALI,OANU CITY
• COU'ITT TOTAl. •
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417· 724
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231o39~
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51 tOOl
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11lo926
53o76&
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012 HUWROt..OT COU~TY
AAC&U CfTY
BI..U[ LA~! Cl TY
EUP£1(4 CITY
F[IINO&I.E CITY
FOATIJNA CITY
Tllt~>~!OlO CITY
•to nELt. ern
wonPl VAI.L(Y ~US!NES~ COU'IC
CH(A•4! HF!GHT$ CONNU'ITTY
• COUNTY TOTAt. •
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SANTA ~OSA GEIOI(i'!AL COUIIICII.
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• COUNTY TOTAl. •
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HANM&fTl'l ~£ACK CITY
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